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A COEFFICIENT RING FOR FINITE NON-
COMMUTATIVE RINGS

W. EDWIN CLARK

Abstract. We prove that every finitep-rmg R contains a unique

(up to isomorphism) subring S such that SjpS^RIrad R. S is

shown to be a direct sum of full matrix rings over rings of the form

Z,"[x]l{f(xy) where f(x) is monic and irreducible modulo p.

We consider only associative rings with identity. By a p-ring we mean

a ring whose additive group is a />-group. It is well known that every finite

ring is a direct sum of /wrings.

It is a consequence of Cohen's Structure Theorem for Complete Local

Rings (see [6. p. 106]) that every finite commutative />-ring A contains a

unique subring S satisfying SjpS^ A/rad A.Cohen called this the coefficient

ring of R (in the local case). Actually the existence and structure of S for

finite commutative rings was known to Krul! as early as 1924 (see [4,

§4, p. 20]). For finite commutative R it turns out that S is a direct sum of

local rings of the form Zp»[x]l(f(x)) where/(.x) is monic and irreducible

modulo p.
Following Janusz [3] who apparently independently rediscovered these

rings we let GR(pn, r)=Zv«[xsl(f {x)) where f{x) is monic of degree r

and irreducible modulo p, and call such a ring a Galois ring of character-

istic p" and rank r. GR(p", r) is determined up to isomorphism by p, n

and r (see [3] or [4]). Note that GR{p, r)=GF(pT), the Galois field of

order pT.

If a finite />-ring A has characteristic p, i.e., if Ais an algebra overGF(p),

then by the Wedderburn-Malcev Theorem [2, p. 491] A contains a unique

(up to inner automorphism) subring S such that A/rad A. 5 is finite

and semisimple and therefore a direct sum of full matrix rings over Galois

fields. The theorem in this paper generalizes this as well as the previously

mentioned result on finite commutative rings.

The first two lemmas are taken from Clark and Drake [1]. They are

repeated here for the convenience of the reader.
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Lemma 1. If R is a finite p-ring, then R contains a subring S such that

S/pS^R/iad R.

Proof. Let S be a subring of R minimal with respect to the property

5/rad S^R/vad R. Since R is finite, pn=0 for some n and so pS^ rad 5.

Hence rad(S//jS)=(rad S)lpS. Now SjpS is an algebra over GI-'(p) and

so by the Wedderburn-Malcev Theorem [2, p. 491], we have S/pS=

(77/>S)0(rad S/pS), a direct sum qua abelian groups, for some subring T

of ScontainingpS. It follows thatpS=rad Tand that 77rad T^S/rad 5^

i?/rad R. By the minimality of S, T=S and hence rad S=pS.

Lemma 2. If R is a finite local p-ring, then R is a Galois ring if and only

if pR is the radical of R.

Proof. By [5, §30, pp. 83 ff.], it suffices to show that R is commutative:

Since R is local and finite, RjpR is a finite field and therefore has a cyclic

multiplicative group of nonzero elements. If h+pR is a generator for

this group and if T is the subring of R generated by h and I, then

T+pR=R. It follows that R=T+p(T+pR)=T+p2R = - ■ -^T+p'R. If

we let i exceed the index of nilpotency of p, we obtain R=T. Hence R is

commutative.

Lemma 3. Let R be a finite p-ring whose radical is pR. Then R is a

direct sum of full matrix rings over Galois rings, and conversely.

Proof. Let N=pR and write 1 = 2 e}" where the e\'] are primitive

pairwise orthogonal idempotents such that Re^)^Re{I) (as left /?-modules)

if and only if q=r. We wish to show that the left ideals /„=2 are

in fact ideals of R. To show this it suffices to prove that if e and / are

primitive orthogonal idempotents such that Re is not isomorphic to Rf

(as left Ä-modules) then eRf=0. Suppose eRf^Q. If eRfc N—pR, then

eRf=epRf=peRf. It follows that eRf=pneRf=0 where pn is the charac-

teristic of R. Thus if eRf^O, eRf<t N. It follows that Re is isomorphic to

Rf(see, e.g., 54.11 and 54.12, pp. 372 ff. of [2]).
It follows that R is a direct sum of the ideals /, each of which is a direct

sum of «, isomorphic principal indecomposable left ideals. Hence IQ is

isomorphic to the ring of nqxnQ matrices over eqIQeQ=eQReq where eq=e[Q).

Since rad R—pR, we have rad eqReq=eq(rad R)eQ=eqpReq=peqReq. Since

e„ is primitive eqRe„ is local and hence by Lemma 2 is a Galois ring.

The converse is left to the reader.

Theorem. Every finite p-ring R contains a unique (up to isomorphism)

subring S such that SjpS^RjrSLd R. Moreover, S is a direct sum of full

matrix rings over Galois rings.
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Proof. The existence of a subring S satisfying SjpS^Rjrdd R was

established in Lemma 1. That 5 has the stated structure comes from

Lemma 3. It remains only to show that S is unique up to isomorphism.

If R is local, then clearly S is local, and since its radical ispS, by Lemma

2, S=GR(pn, r) where p" is the characteristic of S (and hence of R) and

pT is the order of SjpS (and hence of 7?/rad R). Since as mentioned above

GR(/>", r) is determined up to isomorphism by p, n and r, S is determined

up to isomorphism by R. Thus we are done if R is local.

Let R be arbitrary with radical N. Let e and/be primitive idempotents

in S and therefore also in R. We claim that Re^Rf (as left A-modules)

if and only if Se^5/'(as left 5-modules). As noted above Re^Rf if and

only if t\R/t N. Also Se^Sf if and only if eSf$ rad 5. With these observa-

tions the claim follows easily noting that since SjpS^RjN we have R=

S+N, pS—md S and NnS^pS. If et, • • •, ek is a complete set of primi-

tive pairwise orthogonal idempotents in S, then as in the proof of Lemma

3, 5 is a direct sum of k rings {St)n> where Si^eiSei and «, is the number

of principal indecomposable left ideals isomorphic to Se, in any decom-

position of 5 as a direct sum of such. It follows that the numbers k, «ls

n2, ■ ■ • ,nk are uniquely determined by R.

Now suppose that T is also a subring of R satisfying TjpT^RjN. Let

/i»' '' -fk De idempotents chosen as were the e, for 5 and indexed so that

Re^Rf,. Then 7" is isomorphic to the direct sum of matrix rings (Ti)tlj

where T.—ft7/.
From the above it suffices to show that if e and/are primitive idempo-

tents in R such that Reg^Rf then fTf^eSe. Since Re and /?/are isomorphic

left A-modules their endomorphism rings, eRe and fRf, are isomorphic.

Since S'pSg^.RjN, it follows that eSejpeSe^eRejeNe, and since e is

primitive e/Jt» is local; thus, we are reduced to the case already settled in

the first paragraph of this proof.

Remark. If R is commutative then it is known [6, p. Ill] that the

coefficient ring S is unique (absolutely!). In the case of finite algebras

(p=0), by the Wedderburn-Malcev Theorem, S is unique up to an inner

automorphism of R.

Problem. Is the subring S in the above theorem unique up to inner

automorphism of A?
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